
Upjohn Co. v. United States: A Much Needed
Expansion of the Corporate Attorney-Client

Privilege

Last term, the United States Supreme Court rendered a decision that
should provide some help to corporate practitioners in determining
whether communications with employees of a corporation will be pro-
tected from involuntary disclosure by the attorney-client privilege. While
refusing to lay down a rule to be applied in all cases, the Supreme Court
in Upjohn Co. v. United States1 focused on several factors in determining
that the attorney-client privilege protected the communications in that
case from forced disclosure: (1) the communications were made by corpo-
rate employees to counsel for the corporation acting as such; (2) the com-
munications were made at the direction of corporate superiors in order to
secure legal advice; (3) the communications with the employees concerned
matters within the scope of their corporate duties; (4) the employees had
knowledge that they were being questioned in order that the corporation
could secure legal advice; and (5) the employees had been instructed by
corporate superiors that the communications were to be considered highly
confidential.' While compliance with these factors may not protect all
communications, the Supreme Court has at least offered some guidance
to the federal courts in determining the scope of the attorney-client privi-
lege in the future.

Upjohn is a multinational corporation engaged in the business of manu-
facturing and selling pharmaceuticals.3 During an audit by independent
accountants of one of Upjohn's foreign subsidiaries, it was discovered that
the subsidiary had made payments of approximately $4,400,000 to or for
the benefit of foreign government officials in order to secure business
from their respective governments. 4 The accountants immediately re-

1. 449 U.S. 383 (1981).
2. Id. at 394-95.
3. Id. at 386.
4. United States v. Upjohn Co., 600 F.2d 1223, 1225 (6th Cir. 1979), revod, 449 U.S. 383

(1981). Much has come to light recently about multinational corporations and their mainte-
nance of slush funds to bribe foreign government officials in order to secure business. See
Solomon & Linville, Transnational Conduct of American Multinational Corporations:
Questionable Payments Abroad, 17 B.C. INDUS. & Com. L. Rav. 303 (1976); Comment, Pay-
ments to Foreign Officials by Multinational Corporations, 6 CAL. W. INT'L L.J. 360 (1976).
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ported this to Upjohn's general counsel, who in turn presented the matter
to Upjohn's Chaiman of the Board, and a decision was made to conduct
an internal investigation of these so-called "questionable payments."5

During the investigation, Upjohn's attorneys prepared a letter containing
a questionnaire which was sent to all foreign managers and the attorneys
personally interviewed many of the employees of Upjohn's foreign subsid-
iaries.' Upon completion of its investigation, Upjohn voluntarily submit-
ted a report to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and to
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). 7

The IRS, concerned with Upjohn's potential tax liability regarding
these payments, immediately began its investigation and when Upjohn
refused to supply details on $3,700,000 of the $4,400,000 in payments,
claiming that these payments had no effect on their tax liability, the IRS
issued an administrative summons8 demanding production of Upjohn's
files on the investigation.9 When Upjohn refused, a petition seeking to
enforce the summons was filed in the United States District Court for the
Western District of Michigan.10 The district court, in adopting the recom-
mendation of a magistrate, enforced the summons, finding that Upjohn
had waived the attorney-client privilege. The district court found that the
voluntary disclosure to the SEC and the IRS amounted to a complete
waiver of the privilege with respect to any information regarding the dis-
closed matter."

On appeal, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, affirming in part and

5. 449 U.S. 386.
6. Id. at 386-87. All managers who were sent questionnaires were personally interviewed,

as well as 33 other officers or employees of Upjohn. Id. at 387.
7. Id. at 387.
8. Id. The summons was issued pursuant to the power given the IRS under 26 U.S.C.

§ 7602 (1976).
9. Id. The actual summons provided:

All files relative to the investigation conducted under the supervision of Gerard
Thomas [Upjohn's General Counsel] to identify payments to employees of foreign
governments and any political contributions made by the Upjohn Company and
any of its affiliates since January 1, 1971 and to determine whether any funds of
the Upjohn Company had been improperly acounted for on the corporate books
during the same period.

The records should include but not be limited to written questionnaires sent to
managers of the Upjohn Company's foreign affiliates, and memoranda or notes of
the interviews conducted in the United States and abroad with officers and em-
ployees of the Upjohn Company and its subsidiaries.

Id. at 387-88.
10. The petition was filed pursuant to 26 U.S.C. §§ 7402(b), 7604(a) (1976). The districi

court's opinion was never officially published and therefore all facts regarding the districi
court's opinion are taken from opinions of the Sixth Circuit and the Supreme Court ir
United States v. Upjohn Co., 600 F.2d 1223 (1979), rev'd, 449 U.S. 383 (1981).

11. 449 U.S. at 383.
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reversing in part, found that the privilege had not been waived, but that
it only protected those communications made by officers "who play a
substantial role in deciding and directing the corporation's response to
the legal advice given. '12 The Supreme Court granted certiorari 8 and
reversed."'

When a client seeks legal advice from an attorney, all communications
that are made in confidence and that relate to the subject matter upon
which the advice is sought are permanently protected from involuntary
disclosure under the attorney-client privilege unless the privilege has
been waived."' The reasoning behind this absolute bar to discovery is
twofold. First, the privilege recognizes the need for an attorney to be fully
informed of all underlying facts in order to give sound professional ad-
vice. "' Secondly, the privilege encourages full disclosure by the client.'

While it is generally not difficult to ascertain what communications the
privilege protects when the client is an individual, special problems arise
when the client is a corporation. In recognizing that corporations benefit
as much, if not more, than individuals from effective legal assistance, the
courts have long held that corporations are entitled to the attorney-client
privilege.' s However, since a corporation is an "artificial creature of the
law,"' it becomes necessary to determine who may speak on behalf of the
corporation and still be protected by the attorney-client privilege. In
other words, the question becomes: How far does the scope of the attor-
ney-client privilege extend in the corporate setting? In struggling with

12. 600 F.2d at 1226-27.
13. 445 U.S. 925 (1980).
14. 449 U.S. at 402.
15. See Wonneman v. Stratford Securities Co., 23 F.R.D. 281, 285 (S.D.N.Y. 1959); 8 J.

WIGMORE, WIGMORE ON EVIDENCE, § 2292, at 554 (McNaughton rev. 1961). In the frequently
cited opinion of United States v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., 89 F. Supp. 357, 358-59 (D.
Mass. 1950), Judge Wyzanski set out the qualifications necessary in order for the privilege
to apply:

The privilege applies only if (1) the asserted holder of the privilege is or sought to
become a client; (2) the person to whom the communication was made (a) is a
member of the bar of a court, or his subordinate and (b) in connection with this
communication is acting as a lawyer; (3) the communication relates to a fact of
which the attorney was informed (a) by his client (b) without the presence of
strangers (c) for purpose of securing primarily either (i) an opinion on law or (ii)
legal services or (iii) assistance in some legal proceeding, and not (d) for the pur-
pose of committing a crime or tort; and (4) the privilege has been (a) claimed and
(b) not waived by the client.

16. Trammel v. United States, 445 U.S. 40, 51 (1980). See also, Hunt v. Blackburn, 128
U.S. 464 (1888).

17. Fisher v. United States, 425 U.S. 391, 403 (1976).
18. See United States v. Louisville & N.R.R., 236 U.S. 318, 336 (1915); Radiant Burners,

Inc. v. American Gas Ass'n, 320 F.2d 314, 323 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 375 U.S. 929 (1963).
19. 449 U.S. 383, 389-90 (1981).
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this question, the courts have developed three tests: (1) the "control
group" test;2" (2) the "subject matter" test;"' and (3) the "modified sub-
ject matter" test.22

The control group test was first announced in City of Philadelphia v,
Westinghouse Electric Corp.13 In denying protection to statements madf
by employees of defendant to its attorney, the court in that case stated:

[I]f the employee making the communication, of whatever rank he may
be, is in a position to control or even to take a substantial part in a deci-
sion about any action which the corporation may take upon the advice of
the attorney, or if he is an authorized member of a body or group which
has that authority, then, in effect, he is (or personifies) the corporation
when he makes his disclosure to the lawyer and the privilege would
apply.24

The court reasoned that this was the proper test because all employee,
falling outside of the scope of the privilege under this test would merel3
be giving information so that legal advice could be rendered to thos4
within the corporation who could act on that advice."5

Although the control group test has been adopted by the majority o
jurisdictions," the Seventh Circuit in Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v

20. See, e.g., City of Philadelphia v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp., 210 F. Supp. 483 (E.X
Pa.), mandamus and prohibition denied sub. nom., General Elec. Co. v. Kirkpatrick, 31!
F.2d 742 (3d Cir. 1962), cert. denied, 372 U.S. 943 (1963). For an explanation of this cas,
and the control group test, see notes 23-26 and accompanying text infra.

21. See, e.g., Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Decker, 423 F.2d 487 (7th Cir. 1970), aff'4
per curiam by an equally divided court, 400 U.S. 348 (1971). For an explanation of this cas
and the subject matter test, see notes 27-32 and accompanying text infra.

22. See, e.g., Diversified Indus., Inc. v. Meredith, 572 F.2d 596, 609 (8th Cir. 1978) (e]
banc). For an explanation of this case and the modified subject matter test see notes 32-3
and accompanying text infra.

23. 210 F. Supp. 483 (E.D. Pa. 1962), mandamus and prohibition denied sub nom,
General Elec. Co. v. Kirkpatrick, 312 F.2d 742 (3d Cir. 1962), cert. denied, 372 U.S. 94;
(1963).

24. Id. at 485.
25. Id. The court felt that Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495 (1947) settled the issue. I1

Hickman, plaintiff in a wrongful death action, sought to discover accident reports filed b
employees of defendant partnership. The Supreme Court concluded that the attorney-clien
privilege "does not extend to information which an attorney secures from a witness whil
acting for his client in anticipation of litigation." Id. at 508. The court went on to note the
United States v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., 89 F. Supp. 357 (D. Mass. 1950) was in conflic
with Hickman. In United Shoe, Judge Wyzanski found that the attorney-client privilege i
the corporate setting extends to "information secured from an officer or employee" of th
corporation. Id. at 361.

26. See, e.g., Upjohn Co. v. United States, 600 F.2d 1223 (6th Cir. 1979); In re Gran
Jury Investigation, 599 F.2d 1224 (3d Cir. 1979); Virginia Elec. & Power Co. v. Sun Shil
building & Dry Dock Co., 68 F.R.D. 397 (E.D. Va. 1975); United States v. IBM, 66 F.R.[
154 (S.D.N.Y. 1974); Honeywell, Inc. v. Piper Aircraft Corp., 50 F.R.D. 117 (M.D. Pa. 1970
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Decker" took a different approach. In Harper & Row, an antitrust ac-
tion, defendants sought a mandamus to compel the district court judge to
vacate an order requiring defendants to make available to plaintiffs docu-
ments prepared by defendants' attorneys while interviewing certain em-
ployees of the defendant corporations.2 8 In issuing the writ of mandamus,
the court found that the control group test was inadequate in determin-
ing whether communications made by an employee of a corporation to
the corporation's counsel are protected from discovery under the attor-
ney-client privilege.2 Instead, the court concluded that the attorney-cli-
ent privilege is applicable to an employee's communications if: (1) the
communication was made by the employee at the direction of his superi-
ors, (2) the communications concern the subject matter upon which the
advice is sought by the corporation, and (3) the subject matter of the
communication was within the scope of the employee's duties.3 0 It was
thought by the court that this so-called subject matter3 1 test more ade-
quately reflected the scope of the corporate attorney-client privilege.3 2

To add to this apparent rift between the circuit courts, the Eighth Cir-
cuit in Diversified Industries, Inc. v. MeredithS3 further confused the is-
sue by coming up with a modified subject matter approach. In Diversified
Industries, the court was faced with the question of whether to require
the defendant corporation to hand over to plaintiff memoranda prepared
by defendant's attorney from interviews with defendant's employees con-
cerning certain bribes paid by defendant to plaintiff's employees to secure
business." The court was quick to dispense with the control group test,
finding that it ignored corporate realities,3 5 yet it was not entirely satis-

Garrison v. General Motors Corp., 213 F. Supp. 515 (S.D. Cal. 1963). See also Potashnick v.
Port City Const. Co., 609 F.2d 1101, 1119, n.12 (5th Cir. 1980).

27. 423 F.2d 487 (7th Cir. 1970), alf'd per curiam by an equally divided court, 400 U.S.
348 (1971).

28. Id. at 490.
29. Id. at 491.
30. Id. at 491-92.
31. This was the label given it by the Sixth Circuit in United States v. Upjohn Co., 600

F.2d 1223, 1226 (6th Cir. 1979), rev'd, 449 U.S. 383 (1981).
32. 423 F.2d at 491-92.
33. 572 F.2d 596, 606 (8th Cir. 1978) (en banc).
34. Id. at 599-601.
35. Id. at 608-09. The court stated:

In a corporation, it may be necessary to glean information relevant to a legal prob-
lem from middle management and nonmanagement personnel as well as from top
executives. The attorney dealing with a complex legal problem "is thus faced with
a 'Hobson's choice.' If he interviews employees not having 'the very highest au-
thority,' their communications to him will not be privileged. If, on the other hand,
he interviews only those with 'the very highest authority,' he may find it ex-
tremely difficult, if not impossible, to determine what happened."
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fled with the subject matter test set forth in Harper & Row." As a result,
the court adopted the subject-matter test, added further restrictions to
it,. 7 and held:

[T]he attorney-client privilege is applicable to an employee's communi-
cation if (1) the communication was made for the purpose of securing
legal advice; (2) the employee making the communication did so at the
direction of his corporate superior; (3) the superior made the request so
that the corporation could secure legal advice; (4) the subject matter of
the communication is within the scope of the employee's corporate du-
ties; and (5) the communication is not disseminated beyond those per-
sons who, because of the corporate structure, need to know its contents."

In adding the requirements that the attorney be acting in his capacity as
a legal advisor when the communication was made and that the informa-
tion not be disseminated beyond those who needed to know, the court
rationalized that such further requirements would protect the purpose of
the attorney-client privilege, yet prevent the funneling of all corporate
communications through corporate attorneys in order, to prevent subse-
quent disclosure.
. As a result of these conflicting decisions, three different tests existed

.for determining whether communications by a corporate employee to the
corporation's attorney fell within the protections of the attorney-client
privilege. In Upjohn, the Supreme Court was squarely faced with the
question of which test to adopt. Before analyzing the issue, however, the
Court reviewed the Sixth Circuit's opinion. The Six Circuit, in following
the majority view, had opted for the control group test. The court found
that the subject matter test went too far in extending the privilege tc
protect communications made by noncontrol group corporate employ-
ees," and concluded: that the subject matter test, in barring discovery ol
the communications made by noncontrol group members, created toc
great of a "zone of silence" and thereby placed an undue burden on dis-
covery by the corporation's adversary.40

The Supreme Court began its analysis of the scope of the attorney-

Id. at 608-09 (quoting Weinschel, Corporate Employee Interviews and the Attorney-ClienA
Privilege, 12 B.C. INDUs. & CoMm. L. REV. 873, 876 (1971) (emphasis added).
36. 572 F.2d at 609. The court recognized the fear shared by critics of the Harper & Rou

test that as a result, "corporations will attempt to funnel most corporate communication
through their attorneys in order to prevent subsequent disclosure." Id.

37. The restrictions added to the Harper & Row test by the court in Diversified wer
originally suggested by Judge Weinstein in 2 WEINST IN'S EVIDENCE 503(b)[04] (1975).

38. 572 F.2d at 609.
39. 600 F.2d at 1226-27.
40. Id. at 1227. The term "zone of silence" originated in Simon, The Attorney-Clieni

Pivilege ds Applied to Corporations, 65 YALz L.J. 953, 955:56 (1956).

[Vol. 33676
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client privilege by discussing the long-standing principles upon which the
privilege is based. The Court found that the purpose behind the privilege
is to "encourage full and frank communication between attorneys and
their clients and thereby promote broader public interest in the obser-
vance of law and the administration of justice."4 While admitting that
difficulties exist in applying the privilege when the client is a corporation,
the Court reaffirmed its decision in United States v. Louisville & Nash-
ville Railroad,"2 and found that corporations are entitled to the benefit of
the attorney-client privilege. 4

3

The Supreme Court in Upjohn then commenced a relentless attack
upon the use of the control group test as a standard in determining the
scope of the attorney-client privilege. In rejecting the argument of the
Sixth Circuit that application of a broader standard would create a "zone
of silence," the Court pointed out that "[tihe privilege only protects dis-
closure of communications; it does not protect disclosure of the underly-
ing facts by those who communicated with the attorney. ' 44 The Court
found that the Government was free to question all employees of Upjohn
and that while it was likely easier for the Government to acquire this
information from Upjohn's files, "such considerations of convenience do
not overcome the policies served by the attorney-client privilege."'4

5

As an additional basis for the rejection of the control group test, the
Court found that the test ignored the realities of the modern corpora-
tion.4'6 From this premise the Court reasoned that corporate employees
falling outside of the control group can "embroil the corporation in seri-
ous legal difficulties, and it is only natural that these employees would
have the relevant information needed by corporate counsel if he is ade-
quately to advice the client with respect to such actual or potential diffi-
culties.' 7 Therefore, the Court reasoned, the control group test frustrates
the purpose behind the privilege by discouraging the flow of relevant in-
formation from the corporation's employees to the corporation's attorney
so that sound professional advice may be rendered.4

0 The Court also
noted that under the complex array of laws facing corporations today, the
control group test would threaten to limit the important role of the cor-

41. 449 U.S. at 389.
42. 236 U.S. 318 (1915).
43. 449 U.S. at 390.
44. Id. at 395.
45. Id. at 396.
46. Id. at 391-92.
47. Id. at 391. The Court in support of this contention quotes the "Hobson's choice

dilemna" espoused in Diversified Indus., Inc. v. Meredith, 572 F.2d 596, 608-09 (8th cir.
1978) (en banc), see note 35 supra.

48. 449 U.S. at 392.

1982] 677
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porate attorney in ensuring the corporation's compliance with the law."
Another criticism of the control group test advanced by the Court il

Upjohn is that the scope of the attorney-client privilege under the test i
unpredictable." In showing that different courts had arrived at appar
ently conflicting decisions about who was to be included within the con
trol group,51 the Court found that if the purposes of the privilege are t
be fulfilled, its scope must be predictable with some degree of certainty.5

Instead of focusing on the status of the employee in determining thl
scope of the attorney-client privilege, the Supreme Court focused on th
subject matter of the communications in question. The Court found tha
"[t]he communications at issue Were made by Upjohn employees to coun
sel for Upjohn acting as such, at the direction of corporate superiors ii
order to secure legal advice from counsel."53 Furthermore, in recognizin!
that the information needed by counsel in the present case was not avail
able from control group members, 4 the Court noted that the informatiol
gleaned from the corporate employees concerned matters within the scop
of their respective duties.5 The Court placed a great deal of emphasis ol
the letter that had accompanied the questionnaire sent out by Upjohn'
counsel. 56 As noted by the Court, the letter made it clear that the corn
munications were made for the purpose of securing legal advice and wer
to be considered by the employees as highly confidential."' Based upo:
these findings, the Court in Upjohn found that "[c]onsistent with the un
derlying purposes of the attorney-client privilege, these communication
must be protected against compelled disclosure."58

The Upjohn decision has apparently put an end to the use of the high
ly restrictive control group test as a standard for determining the scope c
the attorney-client privilege in the corporate context. While refusing t
lay down a concrete rule to be applied in all situations,59 the Court he
finally recognized that the control group test ignores the realities of th

49. Id.
50. Id. at 393.
51. Id. Compare, e.g., Hogan v. Zletz, 43 F.R.D. 308, 315-16 (N.D. Okl. 1967), aff'd i

part sub nom. Natta v. Hogan, 392 F.2d 686 (10th Cir. 1968) (control group includes manal
ers and assistant mangers of patent division and research and development departmen
with Congoleum Indus., Inc. v. GAF Corp., 49 F.R.d. 82, 83-85 (E.D. Pa. 1969), aff'd, 4,
F.2d 1398 (3d Cir. 1973) (control group includes only division and corporate vice president
and not two directors of research and vice president for production and research).

52. 449 U.S. at 393.
53. Id. at 394.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Id. at 394-95.
57. Id. at 395.
58. Id.
59. Id. at 396.
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modern corporate structure.6 0 The control group test fails to recognize
that under the attorney-client privilege, as applied in the corporate set-
ting, there is not just one client, but in fact, several "clients" and that
those employees with the information needed by the attorney in order to
render legal advice are not always the ones in a position to make corpo-
rate decisions."' Furthermore, as pointed out by the Court, the extent of
the privilege under the control group test is unpredictable at best.2

Under the control group test, a corporate attorney is not only faced with
the problem of ascertaining the control group but further runs the risk
that during his investigation the issues will change, thereby altering the
control group and exposing those communications made by members no
longer within the control group to discovery. As a result, the corporate
attorney is substantially hindered in his attempt to ascertain the facts
relevant to the issue upon which the advice is sought.

In recognizing many of these problems, the Supreme Court found that
the control group test cannot "govern the development of the law in this
area."' s Instead, the Court apparently looked to those factors enunciated
in the modififed subject matter approach of Diversified Industries in
reaching its decision." Unfortunately, however, the Supreme Court, while
finding that the communications with which it was presented are pro-
tected by the attorney-client privilege,68 explicitly declined to develop or
endorse a test to be applied in all situations.6 6 The Court instead felt
that the extent of the privilege should be determined on a "case-by-case"
basis.67 The irony of this decision, as noted by Chief Justice Burger in his
concurring opinion, is that one of the basic reasons advanced by the
Court for the rejection of the control group test is its inherent uncer-
tainty.6 9 Therefore, while the Supreme Court has apparently removed the
control group test from the battery of standards7 0 that may be used in

60. Id. at 391-92.
61. Id.
62. Id. at 393.
63. Id. at 397.
64. While not explicitly adopting the modified subject matter approach set forth in Di-

versified Indus., Inc. v. Meredith, 572 F.2d 596, 609 (8th Cir. 1978) (en banc), the factors
which the Court used in support of its decision are analogous to those set forth in Diversi-
fied Indus., Inc.. Compare, note 38 supra and accompanying text, with, notes 53-58 supra
and accompanying text.

65. 449 U.S. at 394-95.
66. Id. at 396.
67. Id. The Court noted that while the "case-by-case" basis might to some extent under-

mine the desired cetainty of the privilege, it complies with the "spirit" of Fed. R. Evid. 501.
449 U.S. at 396-97.

68. 449 U.S. 383, 402 (1981) (Burger, C.J., concurring).
69. Id. at 393.
70. See, e.g., Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Decker, 423 F.2d 487 (7th Cir. 1970), aff'd
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determining the scope of the attorney-client privilege, the Court has stil]
left an extreme degree of uncertainty in the area with its "case-by-case'
approach. In order to reduce this confusion and promote the policies be-
hind the attorney-client privilege, a more definitive standard should have
been set forth by the Supreme Court.

E. ALLEN HIEB, JR

per curiam by an equally divided court, 400 U.S. 348 (1971) (the subject matter test); Di
versified Indus., Inc. v. Meredith, 572 F.2d 596, 609 (8th Cir. 1978) (en banc) (the modifie
subject matter test).
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